Howell fuel injection

Now it's time to install the Howell TBI unit onto the intake manifold. Place the rectangular gasket
on top of your throttle intake and then place the Howell TBI adapter plate on top of it. Place the
larger triangular shaped gasket on top of the adapter plate and align the 3 holes. Make sure all
of the allen bolts are covered. Some older kits came with gaskets that did not fit properly and
required you to seal off the allen bolt heads using RTV to prevent any vacuum leaks. If the
gasket is a good fit, go ahead and attach the Howell TBI unit onto the adapter plate using the 3
bolts and spoke washers provided with the kit. This air intake system was designed for use on
an Chevy Tahoe TBI and so the fit was very good. If you have an aluminum valve cover like I do,
you will need to purchase a spacer and a couple of good gaskets to make this work out. The
make and part numbers are listed above. Don't forget you will need 2 of them. This kit is one of
only two made for Jeeps that can be ordered California smog legal. The other kit is the Mopar
MPI but it typically costs twice the amount. Both systems offer a huge improvement over the
Carter BBD setup. This is a photo of all the things you will get with your new Howell TBI kit.
Make sure you have everything, check for any damaged items, sort everything out and then
read the instructions that came with the kit. Depending on what year Jeep you have, the actual
installation of this kit may vary. Here is a shot of my engine just before I started to yank all the
miles and miles of vacuum lines and related emissions crap out. Good by Carter BBD!! While
you are in the area, go ahead and remove the old coolant temperature switch from your intake
manifold. I needed to use a 1" socket to do this but I have heard this size can vary. The removal
of this switch will cause coolant to flow out so be ready for a small mess. The threads on the
switch came pre-treated with a sealer but I also went ahead and applied some coolant safe RTV
to the outside edge of the switch for good measure. One of the biggest reason for wanting fuel
injection was so that I could pass a visual smog inspection but one of the biggest benefits of
having a fuel injection system is that I could ditch my piece of crap Carter BBD carburetor! No
more crappy idle, no more stalling at the most inopportune moments and no more miles and
miles of vacuum lines under the hood. Just so you know, there are other fuel injection kits
available out there like the Mopar MPI but cost was a factor for me. The instructions that come
with the Howell TBI kit is more intended for a YJ and may seem a bit confusing at times. This
write-up was written for a Jeep CJ with a engine so there will be differences along the way.
Begin this project by disconnecting the negative battery lead. Clean off any gasket material left
behind with a gasket scraper or razor and then seal the hole using the block off plate and new
gasket provided with the Howell TBI kit. Reuse the old fuel pump bolts to secure the block off
plate. I decided to pull everything so that I could replace the few required with new lines. Plug
the Carb Bowl connection port on the charcoal canister. Take 2 of the old carburetor mounting
nuts and attach them doubled up onto one of the mounting studs. Remove the stud from the
intake manifold by turning the lower nut. Proceed to remove the remaining nuts in this fashion.
Clean up any gasket material left on the throttle intake using a gasket scraper or razor blade. Be
careful not to let any material to fall into the manifold. Once done, cover up the throttle intake
with a rag to prevent any other debris from falling into it while working on this project. Instead
of a Pulse Air System, CJ's came equipped with an air pump and an air injection manifold or air
tubes. To remove this, you will first need to loosen your serpentine belt and rotate the air pump
out of the way in order to access the forward most bolt. Remove the bolts attaching the air
tubes to the exhaust manifold. Then, cap off the holes on the exhaust manifold utilizing the old
air tube bolts. Make sure the bolt heads go all the way down to the metal or else you will get an
exhaust leak. If your Jeep still has an a air tube coming from your catalytic converter, this will
need to be cut and sealed off. If you do not have an O2 sensor, Howell provides as threaded
bung that can be welded onto your exhaust down pipe. The down pipe would need to be
removed in order to cut a hole and affix the bung into do this. Wherever yours is located, go
ahead and remove the ECM now along with all the wiring attached directly to it. Cut open your
wiring harness as well as all the electrical tape and wire ties. Yes, this will look very intimidating
in a minute but it's the only way to trace the wires you will need in the following steps to come.
The good news is that a majority of these wires will ultimately get chucked. Okay, what we are
going to do now is what basically amounts to a Nutter Bypass. Remove the coolant over flow
bottle from the driver side fender well to gain easier access to the Duraspark ignition module.
There are 2 plugs attached to this module and the one you want has 4 wires attached to it black,
green, purple and orange. These wires go to a three-wire plug from the old harness. Go take a
look over at your distributor and you will find a plug with a purple, orange and black wire
attached to it. Take the purple and orange wire and splice it to the purple and orange wire
coming from the Duraspark ignition module. The black wires one either end needs to be
grounded. See the diagram to the left. The remaining green wire left on the Duraspark ignition
module plug needs to be routed across the engine bay and connected to the coil's negative
terminal. These are the only wires you need and the rest can now be discarded. If so, and you

travel to different elevations or stuff it into extreme angles, you may be dealing with the familiar
affects of altitude or angle choking the life out of it. This was a common occurrence with one of
my old Wranglers, a YJ. Most of the emissions from the factory had been hacked by previous
owners over the years as we commonly see on Jeeps of this era. In the end I took the perceived
affordable route and went with what was supposed to be an upgrade in carburetion, a Weber.
After running the new carb for a year and still dealing with many of the same issues, overcome
by frustration, I decided to take the leap and get a fuel injection system. With so many options
to choose from I opted for the Howell system since they have been in the game as long as they
have and a positive reputation for quality. In order to install the new EFI system we obviously
had to remove the old carburetor and associated components. Before dismantling things we
had one small step that we wanted to do while the Jeep was still mobile. After spreading all of
the components out from Howell to confirm everything was there, we took the Jeep to the
exhaust shop to weld in the new Oxygen Sensor bung. The removal was a pretty straight
forward process; we took the air cleaner, carburetor, fuel pump and lines off first. With those
out of the way, we installed the mounting plate for the new throttle body. During the short time
the intake manifold was open we taped it off so nothing would fall in that we may have to fish
out later. Next we removed a section of the fuel supply line as well as the return line to the fuel
tank. With a small pipe cutter, we pulled the lines away from the frame far enough to allow the
cutter room to move. Once the supply line was cut, we capped it and cut the return line per the
instructions. We mounted the new electric fuel pump, filter and reconnected the two lines to the
new throttle body. The following step we did in stages, with the throttle body mounting plate
mounted to the intake we added a few globs of RTV Sealant. It needed to be mounded slightly
on top of the mounting bolts so it would assist in sealing the plate and throttle body notice the
red arrows in the picture where the sealant was added. We let the sealant dry for a few hours
before mounting the throttle body so it would have enough time to set up. While waiting for the
RTV to set up, we removed the old coolant temperature sensor and installed the new one. With
the new sensor in place we gathered and wrapped up the wires we unhooked from the
carburetor. We marked and saved a few of the existing wires since they would be utilized in
addition to the new wiring harness from Howell. Next was the not so fun part, working on these
older Jeep vehicles it is a good idea to brush up on your yoga to help with the folding of the
body required to access some of the screws and clips. Portions of the dash and glove box
needed to be removed so we could access the factory ECM and wiring harness. The
instructions from Howell forewarned us that we would need to make room behind the defrost
duct work in order to get the factory wiring harness out, and the new one in. With the removal of
a few screws here and a couple of bolts there; we had everything out of the way and removed
the factory unit. There was also an existing plug in the engine compartment that needed a new
supply wire from the new harness. Again, all identified in the instructions and weatherproof
adapters for the wire connections were provided. Once the factory wiring from the original ECM
was removed and pulled into the engine compartment, we separated the wires we needed to
keep and hung them off to the side. Next we pulled the wires to be permanently removed from
the engine compartment and pulled the rubber grommet from the firewall so we could reuse it.
We sliced one side of the grommet, removed it and installed it on the new harness. One of the
portions of the new harness is a diagnostics port, we routed that with the plug for the new ECM
and mounted it for easy access should we need to scan or diagnose it down the road. After that
we were able to begin reassembling the dash. We did this and sure enough, the oil pressure
gauge for some reason was pegged out. After a little diagnosing and really getting no definitive
answers we went down to the local parts store, picked up a new oil pressure sending unit,
swapped it out and low and beholdâ€¦ It worked fine again. The last couple of steps were to
mount the fuse block in the cab and install the check engine light which is a simple 12v light.
Then of course, we had to fire it up, check everything and drive it a little bit to see how it ran. So
with baited breath and crossed fingers, we turned the key and waited for a responseâ€¦. In a
matter of seconds and with a single turn of the key we had ignition. We gave it a little warm up
time to adjust and learn before jumping in and bombing around the neighborhood. We went
from just over five thousand feet in elevation to over ten thousand and the Howell system
performed flawlessly. There were a few things we had to dial in afterwards like the transmission
kick down but other than small adjustments everything worked great. I am pleased with how the
instructions match up with the install process and the ease of installation. In hindsight, I wish I
had made the decision to go with fuel injection sooner instead of wasting time and money on
other carburetors. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and site URL
in my browser for next time I post a comment. Lets get started! Leave this plug accessable. First
things first, the old system had to be removed. The old fuel pump and filter were the next to be
removed. Howell provides the plug for the block. The new mounting plate for the throttle body.

Pull the lines away only enough to clear the pipe cutter. Mount the fuel filter and pump in an
area that is accessable but also away from heat or potential damage. Notice the read arrows?
That is the mound of RTV needed in this step. Out with the oldâ€¦ In with the new! With the
removal of one bolt the old ECM was ready to be removed. The ECM was held in by the two nuts
on the firewall as well. Unplug and remove the old unit. This is the rubber grommet that you will
be able to save and reuse. This is the plug that required the new wire, notice the included
weather proof plug. Cut the grommet on one side and remove the old harness. These were the
only wires out of that old mess that we would reuse. These were divided and routed according
to their end location. Look how well the new harness fits into the old grommet! The new ECM
fits right into the old mounting location. These were mounted on the drivers side for
accessability. This is the diagnostics port, mount it somewhere accessable. Be sure to check
operation of gauges for proper function. Once everything is working fine button the dash back
up. Our oil sending unit went bad during the EFI install for some reason so we installed a new
one. Mount the fuse block where you can reach and see it. Route your wires in a clean and
protected fashion. A definate upgrade!! Yukon Hardcore Locking Hubs. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me.
Log in. Forgot password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:.
Previous template Next. It was after I installed the system, and it ran great for a month, that it
started having a problem. And yes, the 30 day return policy clicked in my head after the system
failed at day Anyhow, it would run for 20 minutes.. And when I say die.. I mean dead as a
doornail six feet under securely placed in the coffin directly after the wake while the widow
stands above bawling. But give it five minutes after dying and it would suddenly rise from the
dead and want to play.. You could wheel.. You might call it the 20 minute JEEP, because
anything afterwards and it was slow goin'. I replaced in this process, under Howell's support
tech guidance, the ignition module, the coil, the distributor pick-up coil, and the wiring that ran
between the three. Same problem existed It turned out to be the fuel pump relay. And thats
exactly what it seemed like, everything could have been at fault. It just completely shut off. It
tuns out that after the system heated up.. Then of course after cooling off, it worked again.. A
'failing' part.. Needless to say, I've since thanked Howell Tech Support for fixing this issue
because it was with thier guidance that we ran the relay test to see if the ECM was causing this
problem OR if it was the relay. Back to wheelin this HEEP. AMC Engineer in the 80s.. Tags:
None. So how do you like the Howell Fuel Injection kit overall. Comment Post Cancel. SAR
Jeeper. When I read the title I kinda knew what the problem was going to be. Researching to buy
the Howell in the very near future, I've seen this problem arise several times. Glad it got solved.
Shackles, 35" MT's.. Tomken bumper with tire carrier. Warn Locking Hubs. Howell TBI. The
system itself performs well once all the kinks have been ironed out. Nice response, exact idling,
easy to install, re-uses a lot the original equipment and simplifies the vacuum and electrical
equipment related to your fuel delivery. Now the system has sky-rocketed to much more than
that and many people are asking what the benefits are. The best place to find a side by side
comparison between the two and understand what you gain and lose is: Sierra Jeep's Fuel
Injection Comparion Check other projects that Tod has accomplished so far, he has a VERY
detailed resource for installation and test. Thank you for giving me the link to that comparison.
That is exactly what I was looking for. Speaking of Harmonic Balancers. All rights reserved. Yes
No. OK Cancel. Don't get us wrong. There's absolutely nothing wrong with a carburetor. These
largely mechanical devices have delivered precise amounts of air and fuel into engines from the
very first internal combustion engine until electronic fuel injection took over in the late s.
Though tuning a carburetor is rapidly becoming a dying art, they are a boon to off-road
enthusiasts for their simplicity. Things changed when emissions concerns led to the arrival of
electronics in the early s, when carburetors suddenly became a maze of vacuum lines,
solenoids, valves, and systems so complicated they are virtually guaranteed to fail.
Computer-controlled carbs are universally known for their poor performance, crappy
driveability, and lousy mileage. While it could be argued that modern fuel injection is a viable
upgrade for any carbureted engine, it is especially so for a vehicle with anything more than a
choke wire going to the carburetor. While all computer-controlled carburetors are bad, among
the worst systems ever devised was the Carter BBD feedback system used on CJs. We recently
received a call from a relative with a low-mileage CJ-7 that had quit running. While mechanics
had thrown plenty of parts at it, most of them hadn't been born when the CJ rolled off the
assembly line, and they failed to bring the Carter system back to life. We rescued the Jeep from
the techs more used to working with OBD-II ports and resolved to fix the problems once and for
all with a tried and true Howell throttle-body injection system. This stand-alone fuel delivery
system retrofits GM's Throttle Body Injection System to a wide range of engines across all
makes and models. The company manufactures a Jeep CJ -specific system that is state legal,

uses all GM components, and bolts in place. It sounded like the perfect remedy for our Carter
woes. Here we cover installing the Howell system on a six-cylinder Jeep, but most of the steps
are similar with any engine regardless of displacement or arrangement. We installed the entire
system in a few days, mostly in the evenings after work. We're confident that anyone could
install a Howell kit in a weekend, or even a single day with some hustle. Along the way we also
upgraded the ignition system and took care of a pesky oil leak, but nothing we did required
anything other than simple handtools. Though a fuel injection system is an investment, it's one
of the most worthwhile upgrades you can make to any older 4x4. Sealing a valve cover can be a
real challenge, even when using an aftermarket aluminum valve cover. There's a lot of gasket
surface, the cover itself is really long, and placing it on the head evenly is tricky while fighting
various hoses and wires. Truth be told, it took us th
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ree tries to get our valve cover to seal up. Our first attempt was with the cork gasket supplied
with the valve cover, which we used with RTV silicone and let the engine sit overnight before
firing it up. We've been told people have been successful with this method, but ours leaked.
Attempt number two involved replacing the cork gasket with a special composite gasket
manufactured by Fel-Pro PN VSR made specifically for aftermarket valve covers on engines. It
leaked. On a tip from a friend, we cleaned up the Fel-Pro gasket and reinstalled it with some
copper Spray-a-Gasket from Permatex. We sprayed the bottom side of the gasket and the valve
cover but let them both sit for a few minutes so the sealant would get tacky, then carefully
installed and torqued the valve cover to 50 lb-in. Once again we let the engine sit overnight. The
third time was the charm, and our valve cover leaks no more. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry
Videos. Trenton McGee Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

